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1 Introduction and Results

Boolean decision tree is one of the most simple models to compute Boolean functions. In this model, a
basic operation is evaluating an input variable and the algorithm branches according to the observed value.
The deterministic decision tree complexity of a Boolean function f , denoted by D( f ), is the number of
variables examined by the most efficient decision tree for f on the worst case input to that tree.

A randomized Boolean decision tree is a probability distribution on the deterministic decision trees
that computes f . The randomized decision tree complexity for a Boolean function f , denoted by R( f ),
is the maximum (over all input settings) average (according to the distribution) number of variables
evaluated in the optimal distribution. Both models of decision trees have been studied extensively in
many contexts (see e.g., a good survey by Buhrman and de Wolf [5]).

In this paper, we investigate the randomized decision tree complexity for read-once functions. Recall
that a Boolean function is called read-once if it can be represented by a Boolean formula consisting of
AND/OR gates of unbounded fan-in in which each input variable appears exactly once. It is folklore that
D( f ) = n for every read-once function on n variables. An outstanding open question is to give a lower
bound on the minimum of R( f ) over all read-once Boolean functions. It is conjectured that R( f ) = Ω(nα)

where α = log2

(
1+
√

33
4

)
= 0.753 · · · for every read-once Boolean function on n variables [13]. The

current best lower bound is R( f ) = Ω(n0.51) due to Heiman and Wigderson [7]. It was also shown that
R( f ) = Ω(n/2d) for every function f that can be computed by a depth-d read-once threshold formula by
Heiman, Newman and Wigderson [6].

In general, the problem for estimating the randomized decision tree complexity for a given Boolean
function is a very difficult task. A natural intermediate step is to investigate a restricted class of
algorithms. In this work, we focus on the restriction called directional, which was first introduced by
Saks and Wigderson [13]. An algorithm is directional if it reads a variable in a sub-formula, then it
has to evaluate the sub-formula completely before reading another variable that appears in a different
sub-formula. For the read-once function of complete binary AND/OR tree, Saks and Wigderson [13]
showed that the randomized decision tree complexity R( f ) is Θ(nα) where α = log2

(
1+
√

33
4

)
, and the

optimal algorithm is directional. On the other hand, it is also known that there is a read-once function
such that a directional algorithm is not optimal for evaluating it. This was first pointed out by Saks and
Wigderson [13] without giving an example of such a formula.

In order to discuss the directional algorithms, there is a point that should be clarified. Consider a
formula f = f1∧ f2∧ f3∧ f4 using an AND gate of fan-in four, a directional algorithm for evaluating
f can evaluate fi’s in any order. On the other hand, if the same function f is represented by the depth
two formula ( f1∧ f2)∧ ( f3∧ f4) using three AND gate of fan-in two, then a directional algorithm can
not evaluate in the order, say, f1, f3, f2, f4. These two cases are distinguished by whether we allow a
consecutive use of AND gates or OR gates in a formula to represent a Boolean function. The first case, in
which we do not allow a consecutive use of AND gates (OR gates, resp.), is referred as the alternating
setting, and the other case is referred as the non-restricted setting. In the alternating setting, we restrict
to formulas in which the AND and OR gates appear alternately. Note that every read-once function has
such an expression since we can use AND/OR gates of unbounded fan-in. Note also that the class of
directional algorithms in the alternating setting is wider than that in the non-restricted setting.

Vereshchagin [14] first provided an explicit construction of a read-once formula on n variables that
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has the gap Ω(n0.0058) between the randomized decision tree complexity and the cost of the optimal
directional algorithm in the alternating setting, and also remarked that the exponent can be improved to
0.0077. As pointed out by Vereshchagin, if the largest gap is not significantly greater than this, then we
can restrict ourselves with directional algorithms for computing read-once functions being sure that our
loss is very small. This would be nice since the optimal directional algorithm is easy to find (see [13, 14]).

Motivated by this, we investigate the relationship between the directional and unrestricted complexity
for read-once functions more extensively. In particular, we conduct a systematic search for a certain
class of formulas to see the cost of restricting directional algorithms. As a result, we give an explicit
construction of a formula on n variables that has the gap Ω(n0.0101) in the alternating setting and the one
that has the gap Ω(n0.0110) in the non-restricted setting. Our construction is essentially the recursion of a
certain depth-two formula of the form “AND of ORs”. We also discuss the limit of such a CNF based
construction. These are the main contributions of this work and are described in Section 3.

Before closing this section, we describe some related work. For non read-once functions, one of the
most well studied functions is the recursive majority-of-three function. The directional algorithm is not
optimal for this function ([13] see also [8, 9]). The deterministic decision tree complexity is Θ(3h), the
directional complexity is Θ((8/3)h), and the randomized decision tree complexity is between Ω(2.5h) and
O(2.64946h), where h is the number of recursions. The last lower and upper bounds were recently shown
by Magniez, Nayak, Santha and Xiao [9] who improved the results of Jayram, Kumar and Sivakumar
[8]. In recent years, much progress has been made on the study of the query complexity in the quantum
setting. The quantum query complexity has now been fully characterized (see e.g., [2, 4, 12, 10, 11] and
the references therein).

2 Decision Trees

Let X = {x1, . . . ,xn} be a set of Boolean variables, and f be a Boolean function on X . A deterministic
decision tree is a rooted ordered binary tree T . Each internal node of T is labeled with a variable xi ∈ X ,
and each leaf is labeled with a value 0 or 1. For every internal node, one of the two outgoing edge is
labeled by 0 and the other is labeled by 1. When an input x ∈ {0,1}n is given, a path from the root to a
leaf in T is specified in a natural way. The output T (x) for this input is the value on the reached leaf. The
depth of a decision tree is the number of edges in a longest path from the root to a leaf. The decision
tree complexity of f , denoted by D( f ), is the smallest depth among all decision trees that compute f , i,e,
T (x) = f (x) for every input x.

A randomized decision tree is a distribution on the deterministic decision trees that compute f . The
complexity is measured by averaging. The randomized decision tree complexity, denoted by R( f ), is the
maximum (over all input settings) average (according to the distribution) number of variables evaluated
in the optimal distribution.

Example 2.1. Let MAJ3 denote the majority function on 3 variables x1, x2 and x3. It is obvious that
D( f ) = 3 since for every two variables there is an assignment to these variables such that the output is
undetermined. We will explain that R( f )≤ 8/3. Let µ be a uniform distribution over the six ways of
ordering of {x1,x2,x3} to evaluate. When an input is (x1,x2,x3) = (0,0,0) or (1,1,1), then we only need
two queries in any ordering. For any other input, we need to evaluate the third variable if and only if the
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results of the first two queries are different, which is occurred with probability 2/3. So the cost for such
an input is 1/3 ·2+2/3 ·3 = 8/3. This implies R( f )≤max{2,8/3}= 8/3. Note that in fact R( f ) = 8/3
(see e.g., [3, Example 12.9]).

3 Gap between Directional and General Algorithms

In this section, we investigate the relationship between the directional and the general randomized decision
tree complexities for a certain class of read-once functions.

A randomized directional algorithm A for evaluating f = f1∧·· ·∧ fk (or f = f1∨·· ·∨ fk) is specified
by a set of randomized directional algorithms A1, . . . ,Ak for evaluating f1, . . . , fk, respectively, and a
probability distribution on the set of permutations of 1, . . . ,k. A is performed by selecting a permutation
σ of 1, . . . ,k according to this distribution and evaluating f1, . . . , fk in σ order using A1, . . . ,Ak until the
value of f is known. For example, for f = ( f1∧ f2)∨ ( f3∧ f4), a directional algorithm cannot evaluate
sub-functions in the order, say, f1, f3, f2, f4. Let d( f ) denote the minimum expected number of variables
tested on a worst case input over all randomized directional algorithms. Similarly, let d0( f ) (d1( f ),
respectively) denote the analogous quantity when the input x is restricted so that f (x) = 0 ( f (x) = 1,
respectively). If we only use AND and OR gates of fan-in two, then the complexity of the best directional
algorithm is completely determined.

Theorem 3.1 (Saks, Wigderson [13]). For any read-once formula f with AND/OR gates of fan-in two,
there is a single directional algorithm that attains d0( f ) and d1( f ) and hence d( f ) = max{d0( f ),d1( f )}.
In addition, d0( f ) and d1( f ) satisfy the the following recurrence: If f is a single variables, then

d0( f ) = d1( f ) = 1,

and if f = g∨h, then

d0( f ) = d0(g)+d0(h),

d1( f ) = Ψ(d1(g),d1(h),d0(g),d0(h)),

and if f = g∧h, then

d0( f ) = Ψ(d0(g),d0(h),d1(g),d1(h)),

d1( f ) = d1(g)+d1(h),

where

Ψ(a0,b0,a1,b1) = max
{

a0,b0,
a0a1 +b0b1 +a1b1

a1 +b1

}
.

As noted by Saks and Wigderson [13], this can naturally be extended to the unbounded fan-in
case. If f = f1 ∨ ·· · ∨ fk, then d0( f ) = d0( f1) + · · ·+ d0( fk), and if f = f1 ∧ ·· · ∧ fk, then d1( f ) =
d1( f1) + · · ·+ d1( fk). However, the expression of d1( f ) for f = f1 ∨ ·· · ∨ fk and that of d0( f ) for
f = f1∧·· ·∧ fk is not so simple. So we only describe the following lemma, which is sufficient for our
purpose. Here and hereafter [k] denotes the set {1, . . . ,k} for a positive integer k.
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Lemma 3.2. Suppose that f =
∧

i∈[k] fi for a positive integer k. If there is an index i ∈ [k] such that for
every j ∈ [k]\{i},

d0( fi)≥ d0( f j)+ ∑
`∈[k]\{ j}

d1( f`)

holds, then d0( f ) = d0( fi).

Proof. We show here the proof of the case k = 3. The proofs of another cases are similar. Let f =
f1∧ f2∧ f3. Without loss of generality, we assume that d0( f1)≥ d0( f2)+d1( f1)+d1( f3) and d0( f1)≥
d0( f3)+d1( f1)+d1( f2).

A directional algorithm A for evaluating f is specified by the probability distribution on the set of
permutations on {1,2,3} that represents the order of subfunctions evaluated by A. For three distinct
integers k1,k2,k3 ∈ {1,2,3}, let pk1k2k3 denote the probability that the order of functions evaluated by A
is fk1 , fk2 and fk3 . An easy calculation shows that d0( f ) is given by

min
p′s

max


d0( f1)+(p213 + p231 + p321)d1( f2)+(p231 + p312 + p321)d1( f3),
d0( f2)+(p123 + p132 + p312)d1( f1)+(p132 + p312 + p321)d1( f3),
d0( f3)+(p123 + p132 + p213)d1( f1)+(p123 + p213 + p231)d1( f2)

 (3.1)

where the minimization is over p∗’s such that the sum of them is equal to 1. If we put p213 = p231 =
p312 = p321 = 0, which means that A first evaluates f1, then we have d0( f )≤ d0( f1). Since it is trivial
that d0( f )≥ d0( f1) by Eq. (3.1), we can conclude that d0( f ) = d0( f1). This completes the proof.

In this work, we choose the class of depth-two formulas of the form “AND of ORs” as a building
block of our construction.

Definition 3.3. Let k be a positive integer and V = (v1, . . . ,vk) be a sequence of k integers such that
v1 ≤ ·· · ≤ vk. Let fV denote a read-once function on the variable set {xi, j | i ∈ [k], j ∈ [vi]} defined as
fV :=

∧
i∈[k] fi, where fi :=

∨
j∈[vi] xi, j. For a sequence V , V ∗ denotes the largest integer among all integers

in V , and ||V || denotes the sum of all integers in V , i.e., ||V || := ∑
k
i=1 vi and it is equal to the number of

variables in fV .

As to the construction by Vereshchagin [14] we use a trick that the directional complexity of
( f1∧ f2)∧ f3 may be different from that of f1∧( f2∧ f3). A function that has a big discrepancy seems to be
good for our purpose. Some more precisely, we want a depth-two formula fV such that log||V ||

(
d( f worst

V )
R( fV )

)
is large, where d( f worst

V ) denotes the largest value of the directional complexity d( f T
V ) among all AND/OR

formula f T
V consisting only of gates of fan-in two that computes fV . Through an experimental computation

using a computer, we found that every good candidate has a common property.

Definition 3.4. A sequence V = (v1, . . . ,vk) with v1 ≤ ·· · ≤ vk is said to be good if vk is odd, vk−1 =
vk−1

2
and d( fV ) = d0( fV ) = d1(V ) =V ∗.

Example 3.5. A sequence V = (1,3,7) is good. Below we verify this as an illustrative example. Let
ORu denote the OR of u variables. It is easy to see that the optimal directional algorithm for ORu is
to evaluate variables in a random order until the value 1 is found, and so we have d0(ORu) = u and
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d1(ORu) = (u+1)/2. Since d1( fV ) = d1(OR1∧OR3∧OR7) = d1(OR1)+d1(OR3)+d1(OR7), we have
d1( fV ) = 1+2+4 = 7. By Eq. (3.1) and d0(OR7) = 7, we have d0( fV )≥ 7. By using Eq. (3.1) again
with p321 = 1 and p123 = p132 = p213 = p231 = p312 = 0, we have d0( fV )≤ 7, and hence d0( fV ) = 7. This
concludes that d( fV ) = d0( fV ) = d1( fV ) = 7 =V ∗. On the other hand, it is easy to calculate (by using
Theorem 3.1) that d0((OR1∧OR7)∧OR3) = 51/7 = 7.28 · · · , and d1((OR1∧OR7)∧OR3)) = 7.

In the following, we fix the sequence V = (11,12,12,39,79). Below we verify that this sequence is
also good.

Fact 3.6. The sequence V = (11,12,12,39,79) is good.

Proof. Consider a directional algorithm to evaluate fV as f ′V := (OR11∧OR12∧OR12)∧ (OR39∧OR79).
We use Eq. (3.1) with a uniform distribution (i.e., p∗ = 1/6) to show that

d0(OR11∧OR12∧OR12) ≤ max{11+6.5,12+6.25}= 18.25 < 19.

By Theorem 3.1, Lemma 3.2 and the facts that d0(ORu) = u and d1(ORu) = (u+1)/2, we have

d1(OR11∧OR12∧OR12) = 6+
13
2
+

13
2

= 19,

d0(OR39∧OR79) = 79,

d1(OR39∧OR79) = 20+40 = 60,

and hence by Theorem 3.1, we have

V ∗ = 79≤ d0( fV ) ≤ d0( f ′V ) = 79,

d1( fV ) =
5

∑
i=1

vi +1
2

= 79.

This establishes d( fV ) = d0( fV ) = d1( fV ) = 79 =V ∗, completing the proof of the fact.

Definition 3.7. For a Boolean function on n variables and an integer k ≥ 0, let f (k) denote a Boolean
function on nk variables defined as follows: f (0) is a single variable and

f (k) = f ( f (k−1)(x1, . . . ,xnk−1), . . . , f (k−1)(xnk−nk−1+1, . . . ,xnk)),

for k ≥ 1.

Below we give an explicit construction of a Boolean function that has a large gap between the
directional and the general randomized decision tree complexities.

Our function is a recursive function that uses the following depth-four (AND-OR-AND-OR) formula
as a building block. Let

f = (( f1∧ f2∧ f3∧ f5)∨ z)∧ f4, (3.2)

where fi =
∨

j∈[vi] xi, j. Recall that we put V = (11,12,12,39,79), and so f has ||V ||+ 1 = 154 input
variables. Note that the construction by Vereshchagin [14] is a recursive function that uses a certain
formula of depth 6 as its building block.
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Theorem 3.8. Let f (k) be a Boolean function defined as above, and let N be the total number of input
variables in f (k). Then d( f (k))/R( f (k)) = Ω(N0.0101).

Proof. We first show that R( f (k)) =O(80k). Since R( f (k))≤R( f )k, it is sufficient to show that R( f )≤ 80.
This can easily be verified by considering the following algorithm evaluating f : Evaluate first z. The
worst case is z = 0. In this case, the remaining function is equivalent to fV . A algorithm without the
directional restriction described above (in the proof of the goodness of V ) can evaluate this function with
cost at most 79.

We now show the lower bound on d( f (k)). Let f k
i denote the function

∨
j∈[vi] f (k)(−→xi, j), where −→xi, j

represents the list of nk input variables for f (k). Similarly, gk denotes
∧

i∈{1,2,3,5} f k
i , and hk denotes

gk∨ f (k). Note that f (k+1) = hk∧ f k
4 . Recall that every function is read-once.

We first show the following claim.

Claim 3.9. For every non-negative integer k ≥ 0,

d0( f (k)) ≥ d1( f (k)), (3.3)

and  d0( f (k+1))

d1( f (k+1))

 ≥

 497256
6341

38927
6341

743
10

397
80

 d0( f (k))

d1( f (k))

 . (3.4)

Proof. Note that Ineq. (3.3) is trivial for k = 0 since d0( f (0)) = d1( f (0)) = 1. Hence, in order to show
the claim, it is enough to show that if d0( f (k))≥ d1( f (k)) holds then Ineq. (3.4) and also d0( f (k+1))≥
d1( f (k+1)) hold.

It is easy to see that d0( f k
i ) = vid0( f (k)), d1( f k

i ) =
vi−1

2 d0( f (k)) + d1( f (k)). Since d1(
∧

i f k
i ) =

∑i d1( f k
i ), we have

d1(gk) = 55d0( f (k))+4d1( f (k)).

For every j ∈ {1,2,3}, we have

d0( f k
j )+ ∑

`∈{1,2,3,5}\{ j}
d1( f k

` ) ≤ 61.5d0( f (k))+3d1( f (k)).

Since d0( f (k))≥ d1( f (k)), the RHS of the above inequality is at most 64.5d0( f (k))< 79d0( f (k)) = d0( f k
5 ).

Hence we can apply Lemma 3.2 with i = 5 to get

d0(gk) = 79d0( f (k)).

By Theorem 3.1, we have

d0(hk) = d0(gk∨ f (k)) = d0(gk)+d0( f (k)) = 80d0( f (k)),

d1(hk) =
d0(gk)d1(gk)+d0( f (k))d1( f (k))+d0(gk)d0( f (k))

d0(gk)+d0( f (k))

=
553
10

d0( f (k))+
317
80

d1( f (k)). (3.5)
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Eq. (3.5) follows from the fact that the RHS of (3.5) is greater than max{d1(gk),d1( f (k))}. This holds
since d0( f (k))≥ d1( f (k)). Finally, we have

d1( f (k+1)) = d1(hk∧ f k
4 ) = d1(hk)+d1( f k

4 )

=
553
10

d0( f (k))+
317
80

d1( f (k))+19d0( f (k))+d1( f (k))

=
743
10

d0( f (k))+
397
80

d1( f (k)), (3.6)

d0( f (k+1)) =
d0(hk)d1(hk)+d0( f k

4 )d1( f k
4 )+d1(hk)d1( f k

4 )

d1(hk)+d1( f k
4 )

=
62157

10 d0( f (k))2 + 38927
80 d0( f (k))d1( f (k))+ 317

80 d1( f (k))2

743
10 d0( f (k))+ 397

80 d1( f (k))

≥
62157

10 d0( f (k))2 + 38927
80 d0( f (k))d1( f (k))+ 317

80 d1( f (k))2

6341
80 d0( f (k))

>
497256
6341

d0( f (k))+
38927
6341

d1( f (k)). (3.7)

Here we use the facts d0(gk)≤ d1(gk)+d0( f k
4 ) and d0( f k

4 )≤ d1( f k
4 )+d0(gk) to derive the first equality,

and use d0( f (k))≥ d1( f (k)) to derive the second last inequality. We can conclude that d0( f (k+1))

d1( f (k+1))

 ≥

 497256
6341

38927
6341

743
10

397
80

 d0( f (k))

d1( f (k))

 ,

which establishes Ineq. (3.4).
The other necessary inequality, d0( f (k+1))≥ d1( f (k+1)), is easily derived from Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) by

comparing the coefficients in the right-hand sides of these inequalities; namely, 497256
6341 (∼ 78.4)> 743

10 (=
74.3) and 38927

6341 (∼ 6.14)> 397
80 (∼ 4.96). This completes the proof of the claim.

Proof of Theorem 3.8 (continued) We now finish the proof of Theorem 3.8. Define d′0(k) and d′1(k)
recursively as follows : d′0(0) = d′1(0) = 1 and d′0(k+1)

d′1(k+1)

 =

 497256
6341

38927
6341

743
10

397
80

 d′0(k)

d′1(k)

 . (3.8)

Obviously, by Lemma 3.9, d′0(k) and d′1(k) give the lower bounds on d0( f (k)) and d1( f (k)), respectively.
Since the eigenvalues of the matrix in Eq. (3.8) are γ1 = 84.1772 · · · and γ2 = −0.7955 · · · , we have
d0( f (k))≥ d′0(k)=Θ(γk

1), and d1( f (k))≥ d′1(k)=Θ(γk
1), and hence d( f (k))=Ω(γk

1)=Ω(Nlog(||V ||+1)(γ1))=
Ω(N0.88008···), where N denotes the total number of input variables of f (k). On the other hand, we
have shown that R( f (k)) = O(80k) = O(Nlog(||V ||+1)(80)) = O(N0.86997···). This implies d( f (k))/R( f (k)) =
Ω(N0.0101), completing the proof of the theorem.
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It should be noted that our upper bound R( f (k)) = O(80k) for f (k) is not far from optimal. We can
show that R( f (k)) = Ω(79k) since f (k) will be the OR of 79k variables under a suitable partial restriction.

The choice of the sequence V is totally based on numerical computation using a computer. Given
any good sequence V , we can easily follow the proof of the above theorem. The randomized complexity
R( f (k)V ) is O((V ∗+1)k) for any good V . The computation of the matrix in Eq.(3.4) is just a routine work.
In fact, it is uniquely determined by only the values of k and vk, i.e., the length of a sequence and the
maximum fan-in of OR gates. This makes the exhaustive search feasible. It is conceivable that our
sequence V = (11,12,12,39,79) gives a largest gap among all good sequences, when we restrict the
target function to a recursive function of a depth-four formula of the form in Eq. (3.2) and to follow the
argument in the proof of Theorem 3.8.

For the non-restricted setting we choose the sequence V = (2,8,9,23,47). The building block is now
a depth-three (AND-AND-OR) formula

f = ( f1∧ f2∧ f3∧ f5)∧ f4, (3.9)

where fi =
∨

j∈[vi] xi, j. This is a read-once function on ||V ||= 89 variables.

It is easy to check that R( f )≤ 47 by considering an algorithm (without the directional restriction)
that evaluates f as ((OR8 ∧OR9)∧OR2)∧ (OR31 ∧OR47). Note that, in fact, R( f ) = 47 since f
contains OR47 as a subfunction. By an analogous argument to the proof of Theorem 3.8, we have
R( f (k)) = O(47k) and d( f (k)) ≥ Ω((49.3951 · · ·)k). This gives a slightly larger gap d( f (k))/R( f (k)) =
Ω(N0.86882)/O(N0.85776) = Ω(N0.0110).

It is interesting to see whether this exponent (∼ 0.01) can significantly be improved by considering
a construction based on a formula generated by a non-good sequence. Let f be a read-once Boolean
function that represented by a CNF formula. Let d( f worst) (d( f best), resp.) be the largest (smallest, resp.)
value of the directional complexity d( f T ) among all AND/OR formula f T consisting only of gates of
fan-in two that computes f .

As long as we follow the argument described in the proof of Theorem 3.8, the best achievable exponent
would be at most α = log||V ||

(
d( f worst

V )

d( f best
V )

)
. By an exhaustive search for k ≤ 5 and 1≤ v1 ≤ ·· · ≤ vk ≤ 100,

we found that the sequence V = (1,1,5,11) gives the largest value α = 0.0167 · · · . This is again a good
sequence. An easy computation shows d( f best

V )= 11 and d( f worst
V )= d((((OR1∧OR1)∧OR11)∧OR5)=

11+ 6
11 . This suggests that an approach based on the recursive use of a depth-two formula would not

yield a significant improvement.

A final remark is on why we do not use this sequence in our construction. If we use this sequence
V = (1,1,5,11) to define a building block of the construction (instead of Eq. (3.9)), then the matrix form

corresponding to Eq. (3.8) is calculated to
(

75/11 49/11
7 4

)
, and its largest eigenvalue is ∼ 11.17.

This only gives the exponent of log||V ||
(11.17

11

)
∼ 0.0053.
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4 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we gave an explicit construction of read-once formulas having the (multiplicative) gap of
Ω(n0.01) between the directional and the unrestricted randomized decision tree complexities. It would
also be interesting to give a general upper bound on the gap between these two complexities. The
Ω(n0.51) lower bound on the randomized decision tree complexity for any read-once Boolean functions by
Heiman and Wigderson [7] immediately gives the upper bound of O(n1−0.51) = O(n0.49) on the gap. The
Saks-Wigderson’s conjecture [13] would imply the upper bound of O(n1−0.753···) = O(n0.246···). There is
a large gap between the upper and lower bounds, and so to close the gap between them seems to be an
interesting and challenging future work.
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